
Silversmith: Puiforcat  
in collaboration with  
Alev Ebüzziya Siesbye 
Time of creation: 2024 
Style: Contemporary 
Material: Sterling silver, 
and gold-gilted details

Made in France, by hand, 
in the Puiforcat workshop

Bowl small - two stripes  104061O
ø 11 cm H 8 cm
Bowl small - pavé  104071O
ø 11 cm H 8 cm
Bowl small - golden rim  104081O
ø 11 cm H 8 cm
Bowl medium - two stripes 104091O
ø 17 cm H 7 cm
Bowl medium - golden rim 104101O
ø 17 cm H 7 cm
Bowl large - two stripes  104111O
ø 25,5 cm H 11 cm
Bowl large - golden rim  104121O
ø 25,5 cm H 11 cm

Séléné  
by Alev Siesbye



Vase small - pavé 104131O
ø 10 cm H 17,5 cm
Vase medium - pavé 104141O
ø 14 cm H 25 cm
Vase large - pavé 104151O
ø 18 cm H 32 cm

Séléné  
by Alev Siesbye

Silversmith: Puiforcat  
in collaboration with  
Alev Ebüzziya Siesbye 
Time of creation: 2024 
Style: Contemporary 
Material: Sterling silver, 
and gold-gilted details

Made in France, by hand, 
in the Puiforcat workshop



Crafted in 2024 by Alev Ebüzziya Siesbye, a Turco-Danish design virtuoso, 
these three bowls and three vases, all in sterling silver, emulate the moon  
in mystery and radiance, mirroring its shifting shape and generous contours, 
its irresistible attraction and delicate ridges. 
Like all formed pieces bearing the Puiforcat name, Séléné takes shape  
on a spinning lathe, the tool used by the Maison’s craftsmen to fashion 
sterling silver. The vermeil rim embellishing certain bowls is created  
thanks to the resist technique, used by Jean Puiforcat himself to bring 
together gold and silver on his Art Deco pieces. Meanwhile, the motifs  
that adorn the lip of the vases, minimalist lines framing matte-scribe blocks, 
bring forth a subtle interplay of light and shadow.




